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The purpose of this paper is to develop for semigroups the notions of radical

and semisimplicity similar to those which have been developed for rings. In 1961,

E. J. Tully, Jr. published a paper dealing with transitive and O-transitive operands

of a semigroup. We shall be using his definitions and notation as a starting point

in our considerations. The author wishes to express gratitude to Ancel Mewborn

for many valuable suggestions.

In this paper we shall first define the radical of a semigroup S and investigate

some of its properties. Just as in the case of rings, one finds that the radical of a

semigroup is a quasi-regular two-sided ideal which contains each quasi-regular

right ideal of the semigroup and that the radical of a semigroup contains each

nil right ideal of the semigroup. If a semigroup with zero satisfies the minimum

condition on left ideals and right ideals then its radical is also the left radical

of the semigroup. One also finds that if Sn is the semigroup of all row-monomial

n x n matrices over 5 then the radical of Sn is the semigroup of all row-monomial

n x n matrices over the radical of S. If T is a two-sided ideal of £ then the radical

of T is the intersection of T and the radical of S.

In the latter part of the paper we shall study semisimple semigroups. If s, t e S,

let spt provided that, if m is contained in some O-transitive operand of S, then

ms = mt. Thus p is a two-sided congruence called the radical congruence of S.

If the radical congruence of 5 is the identity relation then S is semisimple. Since

M is a O-transitive operand of S if and only if M is a O-transitive operand of S/p,

then it is easily seen that S/p is semisimple. If S is semisimple and T is a two-sided

ideal of S, then T is semisimple. Finally, if S contains more than one element,

then S is semisimple if and only if S is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of a set

of semigroups each of which has a faithful O-transitive operand.

1. The radical of a semigroup. If each of a and ß is a right congruence of an

operand M, then a is contained in ß provided mßn whenever man. The right

congruence a is maximal if a is not the universal relation and the only right

congruence which properly contains a is the universal relation.

If a is a right congruence on the operand M, x is a cr-class, and s is in S, let xs

be the cr-class containing the set {ms: m ex}. With this definition  the  set of
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<7-classes is itself an operand of S denoted by M ¡a. If me M then m„ shall denote

the element of Mjer which contains m.

Theorem 1. If o is a right congruence on S and e is an element of S such that

enS = Sjer, then either Sjo is transitive or there is a maximal right congruence

which contains a.

Proof. Suppose that Sjer is not transitive. If s,teS, let syt if either sert or

s„S # Sjo and taS / Sjer. Thus y is a right congruence on S. Let x be an element

of 5 such that x„S # Sjer and let 3~= {% : x is a right congruence on 5 containing

y such that ez # xj. By Zorn's Lemma, T contains a maximal element a. Since

ex # xx, then a is not the universal relation. Suppose that ß is a right congruence

which properly contains a. If s e S, since (xsLS = xasS ç xaS ^ S/ a, then xyxs

and hence xßxs. Since ß £.T, then eß = xß and sß e eßS = xßS = xß for each s e S.

Thus ß is the universal relation and a is a maximal right congruence which contains a.

Theorem 2. If M is a primitive operand of S which contains at least three

elements, then M is S-isomorphic to S / er (denoted by M = S ¡er) where er is some

maximal right congruence on S. Conversely, if a is a maximal right congruence

on S, then Sjer is primitive.

Proof. From [5], we know that M is either transitive or O-transitive. Let k be

an element of M such that kS = M. If s,te S, let sert if ks = kt; thus er is a right

congruence on S. If me M, let mO = {s: ks = m}. Thus 0 is an S-isomorphism

from M onto SI er. Suppose that : is a right congruence on S which properly

contains er. If m,neM, let myn if each element of mO is T-congruent to each

element of nO. Since y is a right congruence on M, then y is either the universal

relation or the identity relation. Since x properly contains er, there exist m and n

in M such that each element of mO is t-congruent to each element of nO but

(m9) # (nO). Thus m # n, myn, and each of y and x is the universal relation.

Therefore o is maximal.

Conversely, suppose that a is a maximal right congruence on S and t is a right

congruence on S\er. If s, í e S, let syi if saxt„. Since y contains a, either y = o- or y

is the universal relation. Thus % is either the identity relation or the universal

relation and S ¡a is primitive.

If M is a O-transitive operand of S then the zero element of M is that element m

in M such that mS = m.

Theorem 3. Suppose that a is a right congruence on S and x is a right

congruence containing a such that x is not the universal relation. If S/er is

O-transitive with zero element xa then S/x is O-transitive with zero element x„.

Proof. If s e 5, since xas s xts and x„s = x„ s xt, then xTs — xT. Thus xT is a

zero element of S¡x. Suppose that y is an element of 5 which is not contained in x„
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and that z is an element of S. Since y„S = S ¡a, then there is a í in S suchthat

yat = z„. Hence zeyzt and yzt = zT. Therefore yzS = S/x and, since Sjx has

more than one element, yt ^ xt. Thus y£xr and x„ = xt.

An element s of S is in the radical N(S) of S if Ms is the zero element of M for

each O-transitive operand M of S. If S has no O-transitive operand then N(S)= S.

Let {ax: AeA} be the family of maximal right congruences ax on S with the

following properties: (a) there is a left identity modulo ax, and (b) S\ax has a

zero element zx.

Theorem 4.    Wii/i i/ie above notation, N(S) = [~){zx: ÀeA}.

Proof. Suppose that r e N(S), ox is a maximal right congruence on S such that

Sjox has a zero element z¿, and e is a left identity modulo ax. Since S/ax is 0-

transitive, then (Sfax)r = zx. Since eraxr and ereeajLr = zA, then rezA.

Conversely, suppose that ^ is in p){z¿: k e A} and M is a O-transitive operand of S.

If z is the zero element of M, then zy = z. Suppose that m is an element of M such

that my # z. Since mj>S = M, let qeS such that my<j = m. If s,teS, let stí if

ms = wit. Thus x is a right congruence on S, t is not the universal relation, yq is a

left identity modulo t, and M £ S/t. If 0 is an S-isomorphism from M onto

S/t, then S/t is O-transitive with zero element zO. There is a maximal right

congruence y which contains t and Sjy is O-transitive with zero element z0. The

left identity modulo x is also a left identity modulo y. Hence y e z9. Since yq is a

left identity modulo t, then (yq)tS — S/x. But since yqe(z9)q = z9, then

S/t = (ycj)rS = (z0)S = z0; which contradicts the fact that t is not the universal

relation. Therefore my = z for each in in M and y is in N(S).

If eeS, then e is a n'g/ii quasi-regular element of S if there does not exist a

right congruence cr on S with the following properties: (a) Sja is a O-transitive

operand of S, and (b) e is a left identity modulo a. A right ideal of S is

quasi-regular if each element contained in it is a right quasi-regular element

of S.

Theorem 5. N(S) is a quasi-regular two-sided ideal which contains every

quasi-regular  right  ideal  of S.

Proof. Suppose that neN(S) and sei. If M is a O-transitive operand of S,

then M(sn) = (Ms)n cMn = 0 and M(ns) = (Mn)s = 0s = 0. Thus N(S) is a

two-sided ideal of S.

Suppose that r e N(S), a is a right congruence on S such that S / a is a O-transitive

operand of S, and r is a left identity modulo cr. Let t be a maximal right congruence

which contains a. Thus S/t is a O-transitive operand of S and r is a left identity

modulo t. But by the previous theorem r is contained in the zero of S/t, which

contradicts the fact that t is not the universal relation. Therefore N(S) is quasi-

regular.
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Suppose that T is a quasi-regular right ideal of S, t e T, and M is a O-transitive

operand of S such that Mt ^ 0. Let me M such that mt =£ 0. Since mtS = M, let

se S such that mts = m. If u,ve S,let uyv if mu = mv. Then y is a right congruence

on S such that M s S/ y, S ¡y is a O-transitive operand, and ts is a left

identity modulo y. Thus Is is not a right quasi-regular element of S, which

contradicts the fact that is is an element of the quasi-regular right ideal T.

Therefore if M is a O-transitive operand of S, then Mt = 0. Thus t is in

NiS).

Theorem 6. // S is a semigroup with zero and n is a positive integer, then

NiSn) = [NiS)\.

Proof. Let T = {i : t is an entry in some element of NiSn)}. Since NiS„)

is a two-sided ideal of S„, then T is a two-sided ideal of S. Suppose that T is not

quasi-regular. Let skm be the (k, m) entry of some element ((s¡f)) of N(Sn)) such that

skm is not right quasi-regular. Since skm is not right quasi-regular, let a be a right

congruence on S such that Sjo is a O-transitive operand of S and skm is a left

identity modulo er. If ((íy)), ((p¡f))eSn, let ((i,v))tt((p;j)) if tkjerpkj for each /. We

shall now show that xk is a right congruence on S„.

Suppose that ((tif))xk((Pif)) and ((uy)) £ S„. If the fcth row of ((iy)) does not

contain a nonzero entry, then pkjer0 for each /; thus pkhvhJerO for each /i and j

and ((íy))((fy))Tt((piJ))((i'¡J)). If tkh j= 0 and pÄn * 0, then, since tkhvhjapkhvhj for

each /, ((iy))((fy))Ti;((py))((i>l7)). If itt ^ 0 and pfc„ = 0, then tkhvhjapkhvhj = 0 for

each j. If q # /», since ((iy)) is row-monomial, then pkivqj<jtkqvqj = 0 »w- = 0 for

each j. Thus ((iy))«%))t^Oy))((»y)) and t* is a right congruence.

To see that SJxk is a O-transitive operand of 5"n, let ((xy))Ik be a nonzero element

of SJxk and let ((y¡j)) eSn. If each element in the kth row of ((y¡j)) is zero, then

((*y)X(0y)K(tyy))- Suppose that jw ^ 0. Since ((x0-))lk ̂  0, then xfc8 is not <r-

congruent to 0 for some q. Since Sjer is O-transitive, let p be an element of S such

that xkqperykh. Let ((py)) e S„ such that pqh = p and py = 0 if (i,j) ¥= (q, h). Since

XkqPqh<rykh, theQ ((xyMp^KO^.)). Therefore SJxk is a 0-transitive operand of Sn.

Now let ((r,;))eSn such that rkk = skm and ry = 0 if (i,j) # (k,k); and let

((wy)) e Sn such that wmf¡ = skm and wy = 0 if (¿, j) # (m, fe). Since N(S„) is a two-

sided ideal then ((zy)) = ((ry))((sy))((Wy)) is in ATS,,). One sees that ((zy)) is a

left identity modulo xk. But SJxk is a 0-transitive operand of Sn, which contradicts

the fact that since ((zy)) e N(S,B)S then ((zy)) is right quasi-regular. Therefore

T is quasi-regular, Tç JV(S), and Af(5B) S [N(5)]B.

Conversely, we shall show by induction that [A/(5')]B S iVÍS'J. Clearly

[NiS)-]y S AT(SX). Suppose that [N(5)]k S N(St) for some k, ((ey))6[JV(S)]4+1,

and o- is a right congruence on 5*+! such that Sk+y/er is a 0-transitive operand

of S,.+1 with left identity ((ey)). Now suppose that the hth column of ((ey)) con-

tains no nonzero entry. Let
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iifij)) =

-n '12 -1,1.-1 0 elf h+ 1 '"   el,*+l

en-l,l      eh-1.2

0 0

eh-i,h-i        0 e,,-! „+1   ••■ eh-y k+i

0 0

efc+1, 1      eh+l,2        "*■   e/l+l,n-l 0 e„+i>n+i i + l,it + l

le*+i,i    e*+i,2      ■" ek + i,h-i        0 et + 1 n + 1   ••• et+1 t+1 J

Since ((e,j)) is a left identity modulo a and since its «th column contains no non-

zero entry then ((*y))ff((ey)) ((%)) = ((%)) (C/yMC/y))- If ((*y)), ((¿y))e^,

let ((iyM(%)) if

*-i, i

riii

o

Sft-1,1

0

s«i

l%i

■" *1,A-1        " 'l,A '" 'it

'" r«-l,li-l " rn-l,* '" h-l,k

... 0           0 0 •■• 0

"' h,h-l        0 /A„ ••• thk

■" h,h-l       0 rkn ••• fti

'" Sl,n-1       0 S1,A "' slk

■"" sA-l,li-lO sh-l,h "' SA-l,t

... 0                    0 0 - 0

"' sh,h-l       0 Shh ••• Shk

"■' sk.h-l        0 Skh ••• Skk

Show that t is a right congruence on Sk with left identity

ft

((«y» =

ii ?l,n-l el.!l+l

eA-l,l eA-l,2    '"   eh-l,h-l      eh-l,h + l    "'   eh-\,k\

efi+l,l eh+l,2    '"   eh+l,h-l      eh + l,h+l    '"   eh+l,k+l

ek + l,l ek+l,2    "■   ek+l,h-l      ek+l,h + l    '"   e* + l,* + l
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Since {(fij))o((eij)) is not cr-congruent to 0, then ((au)) is not T-congruent to 0 and

t is not the universal relation. Let a be a maximal right congruence on Sk which

contains t. If SJa contains only two elements, 0 and ((a,v))a, since ((a¡¡))xSk = SJa,

then Sk/a is O-transitive. If SJa contains more than two elements, then, since

SJa is primitive, SJa is O-transitive by (5). But ((a¡j)) is a left identity modulo a;

thus ((au)) is not right quasi-regular. However, ((au)) e [N(S)]k = N(Sk), which

contradicts Theorem 5. Therefore each column of ((ey)) contains a nonzero

entry. Since ((el7)) is row-monomial, then each row and each column of ((efj))

contains exactly one nonzero entry. Thus some power of ((etJ)) is diagonal.

Let q be a positive integer such that ((ey))" = ((c,7)) where c¡j = 0 if i jt j. If

((sij))> ((t¡j))6 Sk > let ((sij))ß((1ij)) if lnere exist positive integers m and n such

that if p is a positive integer, then

>H 0

¡>kk   0

0    ••• 0 Lk+l,k+l

«Il

tu     0'kl   "■'   lkk

" u       tt + l,*+l   -"

Show that ß is a right congruence on Sk with left identity

((btj)) =

0

-22

0

... 0

... o

•••  Cu

We shall now show that ((b;j)) is not ß-congruent to 0. Suppose that each of m

and n is a positive integer such that

((cy))mo-

0 ••■    0     0

-0 -    0     t$+1>ik+1 J

If s, í € S, let s^i if

0 •••    0     0

.0 ••■    0      s

Thus ib is a right congruence on S with left identity ck+ y >t+,. Since

0 •••    0     0

. 0 • • •    0      cj| + ijt + i

0 ■■•    0     0

.0 ...   '0    t .

a ((c¡j)) m<T((cy)) is not cr-congruent to 0,
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then c"k+, k+1 is not i/'-congruent to 0. Just as we saw above for ((ay)), ck+i k+lis

not right quasi-regular. But ck+1 s+1 eA/(S), which contradicts Theorem 5.

Therefore ((cy))m is not cr-congruent to

f 0

0

0     0

" Ck + 1 , k + 1   J

for any m and n.

If there exist positive integers m and « such that

then

(icy))"* ' =

ro

0

0

0

cu 0    •

0 c22-

0 0   •■

0 0-

Cyy 0

0 c22

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0  ck+l,k + l

0     0

0     0

ca   °

0      cm

• 0     0

• 0     0

ckk   0

U CJt + 1, k + 1    J

Cyy 0         ■••   0           0

0 c^2 ••• 0     0

0 0    ••■ cZ  0

ro

0

0

10

cïi 0

0 c"2

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0     0

0 Ck + 1, k + 1

• 0     0

• 0     0

lo    0 0     ct+i,fc + i J

cr* °

0        ct + 1, k + 1

ro ■••   o

0 •••    0

0 •••    0

0 •••     cn+1
" ck+l,k+l

which contradicts our previous work. Thus ((fry)) is not £-congruent to 0.

Just as we saw above for ((ay)), ((£>y)) is not right quasi-regular but

Hb¡f))eNiSk), which contradicts Theorem 5. Therefore iie¡j)) is right quasi-

regular, [iV(5')]t + 1 is quasi-regular, and [N(S)]t+1 £ NiSk + 1).

Theorem 7. The radical of S/NiS) is zero, where S/NiS) is defined as in (3).

Proof. This follows from the fact that the set M is a 0-transitive operand of S

if and only if M is a 0-transitive operand of S/NiS).
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Suppose that S has a zero element 0. The element s in S is nilpotent if there is a

positive integer n such that s" = 0. A right ideal of Sis nil if each element contained

in it is nilpotent. The right ideal T is nilpotent if there is a positive integer n such

that T" = 0.

Theorem 8. If S has a zero element and s is a nilpotent element of S, then s

is a right quasi-regular element of S.

Proof. Suppose that s is nilpotent but not right quasi-regular. Let cr be a right

congruence on S which is not the universal relation such that s is a left identity

modulo a. For each positive integer n, s"os. Thus scrO, which contradicts the fact

that a is not the universal relation. Therefore s is right quasi-regular.

Corollary 8. // S has a zero element, then N(S) contains each nil right

ideal of S.

Proof. This follows from Theorems 5 and 8.

Theorem 9. // T is a two-sided ideal of S and teT, then t is a right quasi-

regular element of S if and only ift is a right quasi-regular element ofT.

Proof. Suppose that cr is a right congruence on T such that T\o is a O-transitive

operand of T and t is a left identity modulo a. lfr,se S, let rys if tspatrp for each

p in S. Thus y is a right congruence on S such that t is a left identity modulo y.

Let z be an element in the zero of Tjcr. To show that zyS = zy, suppose that each

of s and p is an element of S such that tzsp is not cr-congruent to tzp. Therefore

either (zsp)T = Tjo or (zp)T = T\a. But if n e T, then zspn ezaT = z„ and zpn ez„T

= z„, which is a contradiction. Thus tzspotzp for each s and p in S and zyS = zy. Let

t be a maximal right congruence on S containing y. Since S/t is primitive, t is a left

identity modulo t, and zzS = zt, then S/t is a O-transitive operand of S. Therefore

each element of T which is a right quasi-regular element of S is also a right quasi-

regular element of T.

Conversely, suppose that cr is a right congruence on S such that S/<x is a 0-

transitive operand of S and t is a left identity modulo a. If x, y e T, let xyy if xay.

Thus y is a right congruence on T with left identity t. Let t be a maximal right

congruence on T which contains y. Thus T/t is O-transitive with left identity t.

Therefore each element of T which is a right quasi-regular element of T is also

a right quasi-regular element of S.

Corollary 9. N[N(S)] = N(S).

Proof. Since N(S) is a quasi-regular ideal of S then N(S) is a quasi-regular

ideal of N(S). Thus by Theorem 5, N(S) S N[N(S)].

Lemma 10. If each of S and T is a semigroup and 9 is a homomorphism

from S onto T then [N(S)]9 £ N(T).
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Proof. Suppose that reNiS) and (r)Q is not a right quasi-regular element

of T. Let a be a right congruence on T such that Tjer is a O-transitive operand of T

and (r)0 is a left identity modulo er. If s,pe S, let sxp if (s)0o(p)0. One sees that t

is a right congruence on S. If z e S such that (z)9 is contained in the zero element

of Tjer, then zz is the zero element of S/x. Suppose that ne S and n $ zt. Since

(nz)0 is an element of T/er which is not [(z)0]„, then [(nz)9~\T = T\er. Suppose that

mzeS\x. Let re T such that [(«r)ö]i = (mt)0. Let se S such that (s)Q = t. Then

nzs = mz and S/x is a O-transitive operand of S. If seS, since (rs)0

= (r)9(s)9er(s)9, then rsxs. But this contradicts the fact that N(S) is a quasi-

regular ideal. Thus if reN(S), then (r)0 is a right quasi-regular element of T.

Thus {(r)9} U {(r)0T} is a quasi-regular right ideal of T and {(r)9} U {(r)0T}

S AT(T). Therefore [N(S)]0 Ç N(T).

Theorem 10. 7/ T is a two-sided ideal of S, then N(T) = N(S) n T.

Proof. By Theorem 7, N[SIN(Sf] is zero. Let Q = [T U N(S)~\jN(S). Since

[A/(ß)]ß =" Mo), then by Theorems 5 and 9, each element of [N(Q)~\Q is a right

quasi-regular element of ß and of S/N(S). Thus [iV(ß)]ß =■ NlSIN(S)'] = zero.

Let P = (p:p is an element of T *J N(S) such that [p/A/(,S)]ß = zero}. Since

P/A^S) is an ideal of ß such that [PIN(Sf]2= zero, by Corollary 8, P¡N(S)^N(Q).

Thus A/(ß) = P/A7(5). If R = {r : r e S such that [r/N(S')]ß = zero}, then R¡NiS)

is a two-sided ideal of S/JVÏS) and A/(ß) = [Ä/M-S)] n ß. Thus N(ß) is a two-

sided ideal of S/NiS). By the previous theorem, iV(ß) is a quasi-regular two-

sided ideal of SI NiS). Therefore, by Theorems 5 and 7, iV(ß) is zero. Let 9 be the

natural homomorphism from T U NiS) onto ß. By the previous lemma,

{N[T U NiS)~]}9 ç A7(ß) = 0 = N(5)/A/(S') and thus N[T U A^S)] Ç ^(S1).

By Theorems 5 and 9, N(T) is a quasi-regular ideal of T U NiS). Hence

N(T) S N[T U NiS) and AT(T) ç NiS) n T.

Since ATÍS1) n T is an ideal of S, then, by the previous theorem, each

element of NiS) n T is a right quasi-regular element of N(S) n T. Thus

AfS) n T çr N[N(S) n T]. Since ^(5) n T is an ideal of the semigroup T then,

by the above work, N[N(S) nT~]^ N(T) n [N(S) nT~] = N(T). Thus

N(S) nT<= N(T).

In a similar manner one can define a left operand of a semigroup and one can

prove the preceding theorems for this case. We shall denote the left radical of

S by L(S).

Theorem 11. If S has a zero element 0, S satisfies the minimum condition

on right ideals and T is a quasi-regular right ideal of S then T is

nilpotent.

Proof. Suppose that T is not nilpotent. Let 3$ = {R:R is a right ideal of S

which is not nilpotent and RzT}. 3$ is nonempty since it contains T. Let P be
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a minimal element of 0t. Since P2 e à? and P2 £ P, then P2 = P. Let ^# = {M : M

is a right ideal of S such that MP # 0 and M ç P}. Thus Pe^. Let N be a

minimal element of Ji and n e N such that nP # 0. Since (nP)P # 0, then

nPe JÍ, nP çz jy, and therefore nP = A7. Let peP such that np = n. If s, teS,

let sat if ns = nt; a is a right congruence on S with left identity p. If cr were the

universal relation on S, then 0 = nO = np = n, which contradicts the fact that

nP # 0. Thus there is a maximal right congruence t which contains cr. Since p

is a left identity modulo x, if S/t contains only the two elements pt and ot, then

S/t is O-transitive. If S/t contains more than two elements then, since S/t is

primitive, S/t is O-transitive. Thus p is an element of T which is not a right quasi-

regular element of S.

Corollary 11.1. //S is as in Theorem 11 and T is a nil right ideal of S,

then T is nilpotent.

Proof. Since N(S) is quasi-regular, then N(S) is nilpotent. By Corollary 8,

T £ N(S); hence T is nilpotent.

Corollary 11.2. If S has a zero and satisfies the minimum condition on

left ideals and on right ideals, then N(S) = L(S).

Proof. Since N(S) is quasi-regular, then N(S) is nilpotent. By Corollary 8,

N(S) S L(S). Similarly L(S) s N(S).

2. Semisimple semigroups.

Theorem 1. 7/S is semisimple and T is a two-sided ideal of S then T is semi-

simple.

Proof. Let p be the radical congruence of T, and t, s be distinct elements of T.

Since S is semisimple, then S has a O-transitive operand M which contains an

element m such that mt # ms. If n, j e M, let noj if either n = j or nT = jT = 0;

thus cr is a right congruence on M. Since mt # ms, then iwff # 0ff. Suppose that

that k„ e M ¡a and ka =£ 0a. Then there is a w e T such that /cu # 0. Thus

M\o = (kuS)\a = kauS Ç k„T. Therefore M\o is a O-transitive operand of T. At

least one of mt or ms is nonzero. Suppose that mt ^ 0. Thus mtS = M. Let re S

such that mir = m. Then 0#mi = mtrtemtT. Since m,,! = (mi),, # (ms)ff = mffs

then í is not p-congruent to s. Therefore p is the identity relation.

Theorem 2. The semigroup S which contains more than one element is semi-

simple if and only if S is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of a set of semigroups

each of which has a faithful 0-transitive operand. (Subdirect sum is defined as in

(2) and a faithful operand is defined in (5).)

Proof. Suppose that S is semisimple. If M is a O-transitive operand of S, let

pM be the two-sided congruence on S such that if s, te S then spMt if ms = mt for
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each m in M. Thus S¡pM is a semigroup and M is a faithful O-transitive operand

of S/pM.

Let t be a function from S into Zw © S/pM such that if se S and M is a 0-

transitive operand of S then M[(st)] = spM. The image of x is a subdirect sum

of the set {S/pM: M is a 0-transitive operand of S}. Since M[(sí)t] = (sí)Pm

= spMtpM = M[(s)t]M[(ï)t], then (st)x = (s)t(i)t. Suppose that (s)x = (txz).

Then spM = tpM for each 0-transitive operand M. Thus spt where p is the radical

congruence on S. Since S is semisimple, then s = t and x is reversible. Thus 5 is

isomorphic to a subdirect sum of a set of semigroups each of which has a faithful

0-transitive operand.

Conversely, suppose that x is an isomorphism from S onto a subdirect sum of a

set {SM : SM is a semigroup which has a faithful 0-transitive operand M}. Let p be

the radical congruence on S and s, t e S such that spt. If M is one of the above

0-transitive operands, meM, and reS, let me = m[M(rx)~] ; thus M is a 0-transitive

operand of S. Since spr, then m[M(sxf]= ms = mt = m[M(txf] for each m in M.

Since M is a faithful operand of SM, then M(st) = M(tx). Thus (s)t = (í)t. Since x

is reversible, then s = t and 5 is semisimple.
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